A recently proposed SO (5) boson with large missing energy. We found that the level of the signal cross section is quite hopeless at the LHC, while we may be able to identify it at the ILC with polarized electron beams.
I. INTRODUCTION
The presence of cold dark matter (CDM) in our Universe is now well established by a number of observational experiments, especially the very precise measurement of the cosmic microwave background radiation in the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) experiment [1] . Though the gravitational nature of the dark matter (DM) is established, we know almost nothing about the particle nature, except that it is, to a high extent, electrically neutral.
One of the most appealing and natural CDM particle candidates is the weakly interacting massive particle [2] . It is a coincidence that if the dark matter is produced thermally in the early Universe, the required annihilation cross section times the velocity is about 1 pb. This is exactly the size of the cross sections that one expects from a weak interaction process and that would give a large to moderate production at the LHC. In general, the production of dark matter particles at the LHC gives rise to large missing energy. Thus, the anticipated signature in the final state is high-p T jets or leptons plus large missing energy.
The most studied dark matter candidate is the neutralino of the supersymmetric models with R parity conservation [3] . In this work, we study a different scenario, the SO(5) × U (1) gauge-Higgs unification model [4, 5] based on the Randall-Sundrum warped space [6] . The dark matter is the Higgs boson [7] , which is a part of the fifth component of a gauge boson field in the model. In such a 5D model, the Higgs boson is the fluctuation mode of the Aharonov-Bohm phaseθ H in the extra dimension [8] . It was shown that at the value of θ H = ±π/2 the effective potential of the Higgs boson is minimized. Furthermore, the invariance of the effective interactions under H → −H prohibits triple vertices such as W W H, ZZH, andf f H, which is true to all orders in perturbation theory. Thus, the Higgs boson is stable and can be a dark matter candidate.
In this model, the interactions of the Higgs boson with the W , Z, and SM fermions are via 4-point vertices. The Higgs boson can be thermally produced in the early Universe via W W, ZZ, ff → HH. Like other DM candidates, the drop of the annihilation rate below the universe expansion rate triggered the freeze-out of the Higgs boson as CDM. It was shown in Ref. [7] that the Higgs boson mass needs to be at 70 GeV in order to satisfy the constraint from WMAP.
Focused on 4-point vertices of HHW + W − and HHZZ, we study the collider signatures of this dark matter model. Our main process is the production of a pair of the Higgs bosons associated with a W or Z boson. The final state consists of charged leptons plus large missing energy. However, the detection of this signal is very challenging. The signal cross section is generically small due to the 2 → 3 process with the weak coupling. In addition, only one single observable particle in the final state provides very limited kinematics, which could be used to reduce the SM background. As shown below, the signal at the LHC is too small to be useful. On the other hand, the International Linear Collider (ILC) with high beam polarization [9] can substantially improve the sensitivity to the signal.
II. EFFECTIVE INTERACTIONS AND RELIC DENSITY
We consider a SO ( 
where these mass functions are m W (θ H ) = vertices of the Higgs boson with the SM particles. Note that the H parity is dynamically generated unlike the R parity in supersymmetric models.
The low energy behavior of the model depends on only two parameters, f H and m H .
First, f H is determined by the observed m W and m Z , i.e., f H ≈ 246 GeV. Second, the Higgs boson mass is in principle determined by the matter content of the model. Because of the high model dependence, the Higgs mass has been treated as an unknown parameter.
The observed relic density of CDM by WMAP fixes the Higgs boson mass about 70 GeV [7] . Such a low Higgs boson mass does not contradict the LEP bound of the Higgs boson because of the absence of the ZZH coupling. If we further relax the relic density constraint as not overclosing the universe, the Higgs boson mass can be heavier than 70 GeV [7] .
We do not consider the 4-point vertices HHf f , where f is the SM fermion. This vertex comes from the Yukawa coupling, which is proportional to the fermion mass. Although this gives rise to important implications on the direct detection rate, the interaction magnitudes involving HHf f are very small, except for the top quark. The process pp → ttHH is also very challenging to observe due to the smaller cross section of the 2 → 4 process as well as more difficult identification of top quarks. Therefore, we focus on the 4-point vertices of HHW W and HHZZ:
III. COLLIDER SIGNATURES AT THE LHC
As suggested in Ref.
[10], the collider signature of the Higgs DM involves their pair production. Sole pair production via processes such as W W → HH, ZZ → HH, and gg → HH leaves only missing energy in the final state, which has nothing to be triggered on. We need at least one visible particle to probe the missing transverse energy.
We consider the following production of a pair of Higgs bosons associated with a SM gauge boson V = W, Z at the LHC and ILC:
. This process is basically through the Feynman diagram in Fig. 1 . The first subprocess that we consider at the LHC is→ ZHH. The spin-and color-averaged matrix element squared is given by
where N C = 3 is the color factor of the quark,
where dP S 3 is the 3-body phase space factor and the symmetric factor S = 1/2 is due to a pair of identical Higgs bosons in the final state.
We can consider both leptonic and hadronic decays of the Z boson. The signature in the final state is a reconstructed Z boson with a large missing transverse energy. The irreducible SM background consists of ZZ production with one of the Z bosons decaying into neutrinos. The other reducible backgrounds include Z+jets with the jets lost in the beam pipe, tt production with the charged leptons or jets reconstructed at the Z mass while all other particles are undetected. Since the irreducible background is already much larger than our signal, we only include it in our analysis.
The second subprocess that we consider at the LHC is→ W HH. The spin-and color-averaged matrix element squared is given by
The differential cross section is that in Eq.(4). We consider both the leptonic and hadronic Applying a strong cut on the missing p T > 100 GeV, we arrive at the signal-background ratio shown in Table I . Larger p T cut would further hurt our signal. Even with a possible luminosity of 100 fb −1 the signal-background significance is still very low to afford any positive identification of the model. by measuring the energy of the visible particles-the method of recoil mass. In the signal process e − e + → ZHH, the Z boson is measured by the momenta of the two charged leptons or the two jets while the two Higgs bosons are missing. We construct the recoil mass by
where m HH is the invariant mass of the HH system. Thus, the recoil mass spectrum will start at 2m H and be continuous with no peak structure. On the one hand, the recoil mass spectrum of the background process e − e + → i=e,µ,τ Zν i ν i is very different. For Zν µ ν µ and Zν τ ν τ , the dominant production mechanism is via e − e + → ZZ → Zνν: a sharp peak in the recoil mass distribution emerges right at the mass m Z . Another mechanism is the Z boson radiated off a leg in e + e − →νν, but it is very small. However, Zν e ν e production has additional major production mechanism mediated by a t-channel W boson. This yields a continuous spectrum as well as a broad peak toward the high end in the m recoil distribution.
We show the normalized recoil mass spectrum in Fig. 3 .
It is clear in Fig. 3 that we can use a recoil mass cut to remove the background due to the Z peak. However, the continuous SM background with the broad peak toward high end is Table II , we show various cross sections of the signal and the corresponding background, using cuts and realistic polarized beams. Note that both signal and background have zero cross sections when the electron and positron have the same helicities, (−, −) and (+, +). Collider production of the Higgs boson must come in pairs. The most direct way to detect is the associated production with a W or Z boson. The collider signature is the W/Z boson with a large p T missing. We have shown that at the LHC the SM production of W Z and ZZ simply overwhelms the signal even with quite strong kinematic cuts. Although the Higgs boson could also be pair produced in W W fusion or gg fusion, the detection of the merely missing energy signal would be much more difficult.
On the other hand, we have shown that the whole situation substantially improves at the ILC with polarized beams. The kinematic cut on the recoil mass can suppress the e − e + → ZZ → Zνν background, and a right-hand polarized electron beam can dramatically reduce the W -mediated e − e + → Zν e ν e background. We can therefore do an event counting to measure the significance level of the signal.
